
 

 

FASC Newsletter 

September 2018 

The latest newsletter contains information on a Past FASC Vice-President, Prof Khatar, as 

well as information from Nigeria on a ‘Women in Chemistry’ event. As seen, Chemistry in 

Africa is strongly influenced by female scientists! To advertise Journals produced in Africa 

by Societies we will now regularly add information on these Journals in the FASC 

Newsletter. Please send me a few lines on all Journals produced by your Societies (see format 

in newsletter) 

Neil Coville 
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Royal Society of Chemistry Events Website 

Conferences 
(detailed information and averts follow the listing) 

 AMRS2019 The 10th International Conference of the African Materials Research Society 

(AMRS2019) Arusha, Tanzania  

 The Second African Light Source Conference (AfLS2) is being held in Accra Ghana from the 

28th January – 2nd February 2019. It is concurrent with the Pan African Conference on 

Crystallography (PCCR2). 

 33rd LATIN-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF CHEMISTRY (33-CLAQ) 

 The 18th Asian Chemical Congress and the 20th General Assembly of the Federation of Asian 

Chemical Societies 

 South African Chemical Society Convention, Chemistry for a Sustainable Economy,  

 The First International Symposium on Nanomaterials and Membrane Science for Health, 

Water, Energy and Environment, Morocco 

 Pan African Conference on Crystallography (PCCr2), Accra, Ghana from 28th January 2019 

to 2nd February 2019. Joint meeting of PCCr2 with the second African Light Source meeting. 

 African Traditional and Natural Product Medicine Conference, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa.16-19 October, 2018 

 

Information for the newsletter 

Please send all information to either Beth (admin@faschem.org) or to me 

(neil.coville@wits.ac.za ) 

Beth will place all newsletters on the FASC website. She will be responsible for sending out 

the newsletter every month. 

Advertising in the FASC newsletter 

The newsletter will provide a means of getting messages to our member countries. This 

newsletter thus provides a means of advertising employment opportunities, conferences and 

workshops, and even for companies/Universities to promote themselves. We encourage 

member countries to use the Newsletter for advertising purposes. All conferences and events 

will be advertised for free; if not a FASC country, related event there could be a small charge. 

For advertising costs, contact Beth in the FASC office 

FASC member countries 

We are currently attempting to upgrade our country membership list. There is a small charge 

associated with membership. Please contact the treasurer, Prof Yonas Chebude for information 

(yonasc@faschem.org ; yonasdb1@yahoo.com) 

FASC Past Vice President: Prof Motaza Khatar 

 

 

 

mailto:admin@faschem.org
mailto:neil.coville@wits.ac.za
mailto:yonasc@faschem.org
mailto:yonasdb1@yahoo.com


Motaza Khater is Chemistry Professor at Cairo University. She was born in Hehya on 22nd of 

July, 1938, Sharkya Egypt and she is the only child of her parents who were extremely 

understanding and generous with their love, time and support. She received her primary and 

secondary education in Egyptian public schools in Helwan where she developed her passion 

for chemistry at her early stages in secondary school. Her excellent early education and her 

parent’s fostered her interest and prepared her well for university. At age of 22 she got married 

to Maher Abdel Rahman who was the Head of the legal department at Al-Shark Insurance 

Company and he passed away in 1981. She has three children and seven grandchildren. Her 

elder son, Maged is an ambassador at the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign affairs. Her two 

daughters Manal and Manar both graduated from the faculty of Economic and Political Science 

at Cairo University.  

She was awarded her B.Sc. on 1963, M.Sc. on 1958 and PhD on 1968 from Faculty of Science, 

Cairo University, Giza, Egypt. Despite her scientific specialization she was by no means a 

single-minded and one-sided scientist. She becomes involved in many social and political 

activities. Professor Motaza has published more than 65 publications, supervised more than 60 

MScs and PhDs thesis and edited over 19 volumes of the Egyptian Journal of Analytical 

Chemistry; she also reviewed many scientific publications and several dissertations and she 

was a member of the promotion committee for professors and associate professors in non 

organic chemistry for several years. Motaza came from a middle class background to rise to 

the heights of academia to demonstrate a shining model of how a woman could be successful 

in all aspects of life.  

She was a Vice President, Federation of African Societies of Chemistry (FASC) from 2006-

2012, Chair, Egyptian Society of Analytical Chemistry from 1984-2017, Observer Member, 

WPAC in FECS from 1979- 1997, Member, Egyptian Chemical Society from 1958-present, 

Chief Editor, Egyptian Journal of Anal. Chemistry from 1990-present and Member, Arab 

Union of Chemistry from 1995-present. Prof. Dr. M. Khater attended more than 35 

conferences and symposia from 1977-2017 and published more than 70 publications. 

Member Country Society News 

 

1) Mauritanian Chemical Society 

 

I am very pleased to inform you of the creation of the Journal of the Mauritanian Chemical 

Society (JMCS), which publishes research articles and conference proceedings in English or 

French with publication of its first issue, Proceedings of the 1st International Days of 

Chemistry (JIC-2017). This is published online on our website: 

http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm 

M A Sanhoury, JMCS Coordination Editor 

2) Nigerian Chemical Society 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-mindedness_theory
http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm


 

1st Women In Chemistry (Nigeria) Breakfast Meeting 

The 1st Women In Chemistry (Nigeria) Breakfast Meeting held on Wednesday, Sept. 19, 2018 

in University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Oyo State, during the 41st Annual International Conference of 

the Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN).  It was a very friendly jovial and joyful gathering.  

There were over 100 women and some men in attendance.  The meeting began with a welcome 

address by Dr. Cynthia N. Ibeto, the National Coordinator, Women in Chemistry (Nigeria).  

She introduced the breakfast meeting, highlighting the IUPAC 2019 conference and IUPAC 

Global Women's Breakfast titled “Empowering Women in Chemistry: A Global Networking 

Event” to be held on February 12, 2019.  Members were encouraged to be part of the Global 

Women’s breakfast by registering their event on the IUPAC 100 website, having their own 

breakfast meetings and posting the pictures and videos on Twitter or Instagram.  She also 

encouraged members to write their details especially, “area of specialization” on the attendance 

sheet for networking and inclusion in the Women in Chemistry (Nigeria) whatsapp and email 

group.   

There were two speakers for the Breakfast Meeting.  Prof. Olapeju O. Aiyelaagbe, a Professor 

of Organic Chemistry from the Department of Chemistry, University of Ibadan, spoke on 

“Aspiring to Excellence in Academics/Career - My Story” while the Ondo Chapter Coordinator 

of the Women in Chemistry (Nigeria),  Dr. (Mrs.) Lara E. Akpambang spoke on “Health tips: 

Rowing against the odds”.  There were several questions and comments on the topics.  It was 

an interactive session with a flow of ideas on work and health issues.  

Prof. S.O. Okeniyi, President of the Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN) made closing remarks. 

He commended the women that were able to attend the meeting and announced that the Women 

Breakfast Meeting will henceforth be held on the 2nd day of the International Conference of 

the Chemical Society of Nigeria.  He also promised to encourage the next President to support 

the program.  

Details of the IUPAC Global Women Breakfast were given and everyone was equally reminded 

that the second training workshop for Women Chemists will hold next year.  I am encouraging 

ALL African Chemical Societies to set Women In Chemistry Group within their society to 

encourage their female members.  The meeting ended with a group photograph which is 

attached. 

Prof. Gloria Ukalina Obuzor; Vice-President, FASC; Immediate Past President, CSN 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

3) South African Chemical Society 

 

Witsies bubble to the top at science exhibition 

Postgraduate students participated in exhibition to encourage high school learners to study 

science.TWENTY-FIVE Wits postgraduate students who attended the Sasol Techno X career 

exhibition on August 13 – 17 in Sasolburg, Free State won “Best University” for having the 

most exciting and informative exhibits, and beat 10 other tertiary institutions in the process. 

The group, which consisted of students from the schools of engineering, digital arts, 

chemistry and physics attended the exhibition organised to encourage learners from around 

the country to join the fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). 

The School of Chemistry’s WhizzBang group presented seven experiments but, according to 

masters in chemistry student, Nikiwe Khoza, the outright favourites among the learners were 

Dragon’s breath and Elephant’s toothpaste. Dragon’s breath is done by dipping a ball of 

cotton wool in acid that would disappear when enflamed. Elephant’s toothpaste showed the 

learners the reaction of dishwashing liquid when the reaction was accelerated with potassium 

iodide. “The learners enjoyed seeing experiments that were part of their syllabus. Their 

excitement really kept us going,” Khoza said. “After interacting with some of the 

experiments, I heard one of the learners say, “I’m a scientist!”, with such conviction. It really 

made me feel good about inspiring a kid to be interested in science,” she added. School 

liaison officer, Sershin Naicker, was the project manager of Wits at the exhibition. He 

told Wits Vuvuzela that the aim of Wits’ attendance was to get learners excited about STEM 

by making the exhibition interactive. “The exhibition was extremely successful,” Naicker 

said. “The students were very enthusiastic and described and explained multiple experiments 

to the learners. The idea is to encourage the youth of this country to join STEM and remove 

the boring perception of science. “We also want to promote Wits as one of the leading 



institutions to study STEM in Africa,” the 34 year-old added. According to Sasol Techno X, 

the exhibition has become the largest STEM career guidance exhibition in the country and 

attracts 20 000 visitors from seven provinces. The exhibition is focused on promoting STEM 

to learners in grades 7-12 to encourage them to engage with a real world application of 

STEM in a way that creates interest and captures the imagination. This was Wits’ second 

consecutive win at the exhibition. Naicker told Wits Vuvuzela that while the aim was to make 

STEM exciting for the kids, Wits winning the “Best university” category was an added 

bonus. “It’s nice friendly banter,” he said. 

 Onke Ngcuka  Aug 28, 2018   

 

African Academy of Sciences 

 

 

 

 

African Journal of Chemical Education (AJCE)  

 

A PDF version of the first issue of volume 8 AJCE 2018 is available. The online version is 

available at the FASC 

website:   http://www.faschem.org/sites/default/files/u1/AJCE_2018_January2.pdf   

You will find the individual articles in the AJOL website (www.ajol.net.) 

Papers on any aspect of Chemistry Education such as teaching organic, analytical, physical, 

inorganic, polymer, green, climate change/environmental chemistry, ICT in chemistry and 

chemistry curricula as well as assessment in chemistry are acceptable for publication. We 

also encourage issues on chemistry and indigenous knowledge/practice, chemical safety, 

natural products and related areas. 

 

African Journals of Chemistry 

i) Journal of the Mauritanian Chemical Society (JMCS): publishes research 

articles and conference proceedings in English or French. This is published online 

on our website: http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm; M A Sanhoury, JMCS 

Coordination Editor 

http://witsvuvuzela.com/author/onke-ngcuka/
http://www.faschem.org/sites/default/files/u1/AJCE_2018_January2.pdf
http://www.ajol.net/
http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm


ii) South Africa - South African Journal of Chemistry:  

This Journal is published electronically. The webpage is:  http://www.saci.co.za/, 

Details of the journal and the editors can be seen at 

http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/. The South African Journal of Chemistry, 

published by the South African Chemical Institute, has been publishing high 

quality papers, in all fields of Chemistry for over 50 years. The Journal went fully 

electronic in 2000 and is freely available through open access online 

(http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem). It is a CAS-abstracted 

publication and is listed in Current Web Contents. It has retained its status as an 

accredited publication with the South African Department of Higher Education 

and Training. 

ACRICE-4 2019 

Africa Conference on Research in Chemical Education 

Conference Dates: 22nd – 27th September 2019 (CHEMICAL SOCIETY OF NIGERIA) 

 

 
 

Deadlines for ACRICE-4 2019 submissions 

1. Last date for submission of abstract & full papers for oral presentations – Friday, 22nd 

March, 2019 

2. Last date for submission of abstract & full papers for poster presentation:       

 Friday, 29th March, 2019 

3. Communication of status of all submitted articles to the corresponding authors shall be 

on or before the close of business on Friday, 26th April 2019 

4. The last date for the submission of all accepted and corrected full length papers for oral 

presentations with evidence of payments and conference registration  would be Friday 

17th May 2019  

5. The last date for the submission of all accepted and corrected full length papers for 

poster presentations with evidence of payments and conference registration  would be 

Friday 24th May 2019 

6. Payments to be made for accepted articles for publications in the conference book of 

proceedings after presentation at the conference is N7,500.00 only.  

http://www.saci.co.za/
http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem


7. Poster presentation session which will be held from Tuesday 24th –Thursday 26th 

September 2019 

8. Email address for submission of articles for oral presentation is 

 acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng 

9. Email address for submission of articles for poster presentation is 

 acrice4.csn2019posterp@chemsociety.org.ng 

10. Conference Dates: 22nd – 27th September 2019. 

PACN news  

 

 

i) Newsletters 

We have recently launched a new mailing list and, if you have not already done so, you need 

to take some action to ensure that you still receive updates from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry and PACN in the future:  

 Please join our new Newsletter list, click here and enter your email address: 

http://www.rsc.org/membership-and-community/connect-with-

others/geographically/pacn/latest-news/#newsletter  

 Please join our LinkedIn Group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1900756  

Please share this information across your networks, and through your societies.  We welcome 

all to the PACN and we want to share our opportunities for training, funding and events with 

a wide community across Africa and globally.  Help us to reach those who could benefit from 

our work. 

 Dr Helen Driver (nee Bailey) MRSC, Senior Programme Manager, Africa 

driverh@rsc.org ; www.rsc.org/pacn; rsc.li/africanews 

ii)  Pan Africa Chemistry Network Congress 2018  

   

Managing resources through Chemistry: Wealth not waste 

 

 

mailto:acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng
mailto:acrice4.csn2019posterp@chemsociety.org.ng
http://www.rsc.org/membership-and-community/connect-with-others/geographically/pacn/latest-news/#newsletter
http://www.rsc.org/membership-and-community/connect-with-others/geographically/pacn/latest-news/#newsletter
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1900756
mailto:driverh@rsc.org
http://www.rsc.org/pacn
file:///C:/Users/driverh/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/3RPR0T79/rsc.li/africanews


 

 

Each of these topics may also include: appropriate monitoring - Analytical chemistry, 

engagement to help ensure resources are managed effectively; regulatory issues; 

socioeconomic issues: and work to define or understand ‘The African context’. 

 

For more details and to submit your abstract: https://rsc.li/pacn2018; Contact: 

driverh@rsc.org 

 

Helen Driver 

RSC  

 

IUPAC news 

Periodic Table of Younger Chemists Award – Botswana event  

We are excited that the next four elements of the Periodic Table of Younger Chemists will be 

announced at the 2nd Symposium on Organic and Inorganic Chemistry, Southern Africa in 

Gaborone. The elements are Molybdenum; Tungsten; Tellurium; Strontium 

 The selection of these elements if being finalized. Christine Dunne and I will be working 

together to unveil the new elements on the Periodic Table and also to announce the awards on 

the IUPAC Twitter account. The announcement will be made on October 4? We will be 

providing a Powerpoint slide deck with some background information on the PT Chemists 

and slides for each of the winners by approximately September 28 or earlier. 

  

Laura L. McConnell, Co-Chair; IUPAC100 Organizing Committee; e-

mail: IUPAC100@iupac.org ; <Outlook-0fkqc43p.jpg>; www.iupac.org/100; 

Twitter: @iupac 

RSC news 

i) Royal Society of Chemistry Events Website 

 

Our website can be used to advertise events from across the world – not just those organised 

by the Royal Society of Chemistry, www.rsc.org/events/africa. 

  

https://rsc.li/pacn2018
mailto:driverh@rsc.org
mailto:iupac100@iupac.org
http://www.iupac.org/100
http://twitter.com/iupac
http://www.rsc.org/events/africa


 

So, if you need a simple website for your event, or want to reach a wider audience, then 

please submit your event to our website.  Simply click on this link and follow the 

instructions: www.rsc.org/events/submitevent  

Conferences 

 

1) AMRS2019 The 10th International Conference of the African Materials Research 

Society (AMRS2019) will be held in Arusha, Tanzania from 11-14 December 2019. Contact: 

amrstanzania@gmail.com   

2) The Second African Light Source Conference (AfLS2) is being held in Accra Ghana 

from the 28th January – 2nd February 2019. It is concurrent with the Pan African Conference 

on Crystallography (PCCR2).  http://events.saip.org.za/event/AfLS2_PCCr2  

Email: tshepo.ntsoane@necsa.co.za 

3) 33rd LATIN-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF CHEMISTRY (33-CLAQ), Havana, 

Cuba October 9th-12th, 2018, http://www.chemistrycuba.com/ 

4) The 18th Asian Chemical Congress and the 20th General Assembly of the 

Federation of Asian Chemical Societies, Taipei, Taiwan December 8-12, 2019, 

www.acc2019.tw 

5) South African Chemical Society Convention, Chemistry for a Sustainable 

Economy, CSIR-ICC, Pretoria, South Africa, 2-7 December 2018, 

http://www.saci.co.za/SACI2018 (see advert below) 

6) The First International Symposium on Nanomaterials and Membrane Science 

for Health, Water, Energy and Environment Marrakech – Morocco, October 11-12, 2018. 

alamiyounssisaad@yahoo.fr; smmdalami@gmail.com . 

7) Pan African Conference on Crystallography (PCCr2), Accra, Ghana from 28th 

January 2019 to 2nd February 2019. Joint meeting of PCCr2 with the second African Light 

Source meeting. 

http://www.rsc.org/events/submitevent
mailto:amrsbotswana@gmail.com?Subject=AMRS%20Botswana%20Website%20Enquiry
http://events.saip.org.za/event/AfLS2_PCCr2
file:///C:/Users/00604787/Desktop/08%20Aug/tshepo.ntsoane@necsa.co.za
http://www.chemistrycuba.com/
http://www.acc2019.tw/
http://www.saci.co.za/SACI2018
mailto:alamiyounssisaad@yahoo.fr
mailto:smmdalami@gmail.com


8) African Traditional and Natural Product Medicine Conference, Limpopo 

Province, South Africa.16-19 October, 2018 

9) ACRICE-4 2019 BY CHEMICAL SOCIETY OF NIGERIA; 22nd – 27th 

September 2019. Email address for submission of articles for oral presentation is 

 acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng’\; Email address for submission of articles 

for poster presentation is acrice4.csn2019posterp@chemsociety.org.ng 

 

 

Detailed Conference information 
 

AMRS2019 

The 10th International Conference of the African Materials Research Society (AMRS2019) will 

be held in Arusha, Tanzania from 11-14 December 2019. The Tanzania AMRS2019 will draw 

participants from around the world, with an anticipated attendance of approximately 600. At 

its heart, the AMRS series of conferences allows the scientific and research communities to 

build knowledge, foster relationships and promote action for further understanding and 

collaborations in the broad fields associated with materials science and technology. The themes 

of AMRS2019 reflect both the needs of the global research community for Africa development. 

The themes of AMRS2019 reflect both the needs of the global research community such as 

energy and health, as well as the needs that are specific to Africa. 

AMRS2019 Conference Themes: 1. Materials for HEALTH | 2. Materials 

for SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS & CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS | 3.  Materials 

for WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES | 

4. Materials for NANOSCIENCE/NANOTECHNOLOGY | 5. Materials for MINING & 

MINERAL PROCESSING | 6. MATERIALS FOR AGRICULTURE/ENVIRONMENT | 

7. Materials EDUCATION/NETWORKING IN MATERIALS SCIENCE & 

ENGINEERING | 8. MATERIALS FOR ENERGY | 9. COMPUTATIONAL 

MATERIALS SCIENCE | 10. MANUFACTURING & STRUCTURAL MATERIAL 

 Contact: amrstanzania@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:acrice4.csn2019oralp@chemsociety.org.ng'/
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Pan African Conference on Crystallography (PCCr2), Accra, Ghana from 28th January 

2019 to 2nd February 2019 

The second edition of the Pan African Conference on Crystallography (PCCr2) will be held 

in Accra, Ghana from 28th January 2019 to 2nd February 2019. The conference is open to 



researchers, academics, students and individuals in industry from all over the world. The 

conference themes captures crystallography and its related fields. The purpose of the 

conference is to create a platform for sharing of knowledge, promoting networks and 

establishing collaborations to further development of the continent through science and 

engineering. If you wish to attend PCCr2, please take note of the following important dates. 

Early Bird Registration: 1st April 2018 - 15th October 2018 

Regular Registration: 1st November 2018 - 15th January 2018 

Late Registration: 16th January 2019 - 30th Onsite registration 

Abstract submmission deadline : 15th September, 2018.  

Abstracts should be submitted as an email attachment to : abstracts@pccrafrica.org 

@pccr2gh 

@AFSynchrotron 

+233 (0) 501 454 732 

+233 (0) 556 489 089 

info@pccrafrica.org 

© pccrsupport 2018. 

 

Please register now; send your abstract  (no abstract , no bursary) and if you need bursaries 

(mostly for PhD, post Docs and young professors) please apply : we need a personal letter 

which shows your interest for crystallography, a CV , travelling budget (trip, 

accommodation) and a recommendation letter from your professor; gender balance will be 

respected. We also seek to have scientists from all African countries. 

The international jury will decide end of September and will give full or partial bursaries. 

Chairman of the IUCr/UNESCO initiative 

 

African Traditional and Natural Product Medicine Conference, Limpopo Province, 

South Africa.16-19 October, 2018 

mailto:abstracts@pccrafrica.org
https://twitter.com/pccr2gh
https://twitter.com/AfSynchrotron


 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October 11th and 12th, 2018 

Marrakech – Morocco 

 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

The First International Symposium on 

Nanomaterials and Membrane Science 

for Health, Water, Energy and Environment 

ISNMS 2018 

Nanomaterials  grow  rapidly  and  affect  many  aspects  of 
everyday life. Hundreds of products already use 
nanomaterials. These nanomaterials offer new 

opportunities for technological innovation because they 
have new mechanical, biological, electrical, optical and 
magnetic properties. 

 
Among the most interesting applications of these 

nanomaterials, the development or modification of 
membranes   used   in   different   separation technologies 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 

Chair 
Prof. Dr. Saad ALAMI YOUNSSI 
Director of Laboratory of Materials 
Membranes and Environment (L2ME) FST 

Mohammedia-University Hassan II of 

Casablanca 

SMMD, President 

 
Co-chair 

offers    great     opportunities    to    meet    ever     stricter 
regulatory  and  efficiency requirements. 

Dr.Mahmoud  HAFSI 
Head of Technology Watch 

International institute for water and 

The symposium    aims   to    bring   together   academics, sanitation National Office for Electricity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Organized by 

Moroccan Society of Membrane and Desalination 

and 

Laboratory of Materials Membranes and Environment - 

University Hassan II of  Casablanca 
 

  

researchers and stakeholders from all active  sectors  in 

the fields of nanomaterials and membrane  science. 
 

Topics of the Symposium: 
Nanomaterials and Membrane for Health 

Nanomaterials and Membrane for Water 

Nanomaterials and Membrane for Energy 

Nanomaterials and Membrane for  Environment 

 

Paper submission: 
Abstract (one page) should be submitted  before  April  
30

th
, 2018 

Correspondence  address:  alamiyounssisaad@yahoo.fr 

 
The submitted abstract should  precise: 

1. Title of the presentation 

2. Name and status of  authors 

3. Organization 

4. Requested contribution(Oral or poster 
presentation). 

5. Requested   topic for the presentation 
 

website: www.smmd.org.ma 

and Potable Water, Rabat 
SMMD, Secretary General 

 
Co-chair 
Prof. Dr. Mohamed TAKY 

Director of Laboratory Separation 
Processes 

University IbenTofail Kenitra 

SMMD, Vice President 

 

Important dates and Deadlines 
 

Submission of abstract April  30
th  

, 2018 

Notification of acceptance May 30 
th 

, 2018 

Final program June 30 
th 

, 2018 

Registration July 15 
th 

, 2018 

Symposium Office 
Pr. S. ALAMI YOUNSSI 
Moroccan Society of Membrane and Desalination, 
Laboratory of Materials Membranes and Environment, 

FSTM, BP 146 Mohammedia 

Fax: 00212 23315353 

GSM: 00212 661517196/00212 662753258 

Email1: alamiyounssisaad@yahoo.fr 

Email2:  smmdalami@gmail.com 

The First International Symposium on Nanomaterials and Membrane Science for Health, Water, Energy and 
Environment - October  11th and 12 th, 2018 -  Marrakech - Morocco 

 



 


